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PRECISELY COUNTED “INTEGERS!”
(72/28)

Here, we shall together witness those --in total-- 30 Integers in the Quran-Testament,
which are thus specifically mentioned and masterfully placed by Almighty therein,
again in a most Wise and most Precise manner, which will thereby come to us in the end
also thus as --in total-- 15 pairs of Integers thereafter, as miraculously coded again
under number 19, on both sides, therein,
within those exact same heavenly principles again that are absolutely intrinsic
and fundamental within His most unique 19 code & system (please, certainly remember
The Testament 74/26-31 again in this regard), as we have already together clearly
and comprehensively witnessed it within all of those most basic and fundamental
Magnificent mathematical Miracles of Almighty, in our previous documents.
So let us together remember again, first of all, herein these essentially significant and
related most basic declarations of Almighty beforehand, and thereafter immediately begin
to focus on our main Subject herein, on the next page.
====================
28- Thus Almighty will know that they (those Messengers) have definitely delivered
the Messages of their Lord; and He has thus surrounded all that are with them;
and He has thus counted (=ahsaa) every wanted-thing --with/in-- number (=adadan)!
(The Testament 72/28)
*******
12- …And every wanted-thing, We have thus counted it (=ahsaynahu) in a clear record!
(The Testament 36/12)
*******
28- And thus they (those disbelievers) rejected now Our “Signs” with an utter rejection!
29- But every wanted-thing, We have thus counted it (=ahsaynahu) --as/within-a Written-Document (=Ketaaban)!
(The Testament 78/28-29)
====================
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So let us, first of all, together see herein each of those 30 different Integers, as they are
distinctively mentioned and masterfully placed by Almighty --within all of these
“Chapter/Verse” no’s-- in the entire Quran-Testament, thus:

One (=ahad)
52 times, in total
2/102
2/102
2/136
2/285
3/73
3/84
3/153
4/43
4/152
5/6

5/20
5/115
7/80
9/4
9/6
9/84
9/127
11/81
15/65
18/19

18/22
18/26
18/38
18/42
18/47
18/49
18/110
19/26
19/98
24/21

24/28
29/28
33/32
33/39
33/40
35/41
38/35
59/11
69/47
72/2

Two (=ethnaan & ethnayn & ethnatayn)
15 times, in total
4/11
4/176
6/143
6/143
6/144

6/144
9/36
9/40
11/40
13/3

16/51
23/27
36/14
40/11
40/11

72/7
72/18
72/20
72/22
72/26
89/25
89/26
90/5
90/7
92/19

112/1
112/4
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Three (=thalaath & althalaathat & thalaathat)
17 times, in total
2/196
2/228
3/41
4/171
5/73

5/89
9/118
11/65
18/22
19/10

24/58
24/58
39/6
56/7
58/7

Four (=arba & arbaat)
12 times, in total
2/226
2/234
2/260
4/15
9/2

9/36
24/4
24/6
24/8
24/13

24/45
41/10

Five (=khamsat)
2 times, in total
18/22
58/7

Six (=sittat)
7 times, in total
7/54
10/3
11/7

25/59
32/4
50/38

57/4

65/4
77/30
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Seven (=alsaba & saba & sabat)
24 times, in total
2/29
2/196
2/261
12/43
12/43
12/43
12/46
12/46

12/46
12/47
12/48
15/44
15/87
17/44
18/22
23/17

23/86
31/27
41/12
65/12
67/3
69/7
71/15
78/12

Eight (=thamaaneya & thamaaneyat)
5 times, in total
28/27
6/143
39/6

69/7
69/17

Nine (=tisa & tisat)
4 times, in total
17/101
18/25

27/12
27/48

Ten (=ashr & asharat)
9 times, in total
2/196
2/234
5/89

6/160
7/142
11/13

20/103
28/27
89/2
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Eleven (=ahada-ashar)
1 time, in total
12/4

Twelve (=ethnaa-ashar & ethnay-ashar & ethnataa-ashrat & ethnatay-ashrat)
5 times, in total
2/60
5/12
7/160

7/160
9/36

Nineteen (=tisata-ashar)
1 time, in total
74/30

Twenty (=ishruun)
1 time, in total
8/65

Thirty (=thalaathuun & thalaatheen)
2 times, in total
7/142
46/15
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Forty (=arbaeen)
4 times, in total
2/51
5/26

7/142
46/15

Fifty (=khamseen)
1 time, in total
29/14

Sixty (=sitteen)
1 time, in total
58/4

Seventy (=sabuun & sabeen)
3 times, in total
7/155
9/80
69/32

Eighty (=thamaaneen)
1 time, in total
24/4
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Ninety-Nine (=tisun-vatisuun)
1 time, in total
38/23

One-Hundred (=meeat)
6 times, in total
2/259
2/259
2/261

8/65
8/66
24/2

Two-Hundred (=meeatayn)
2 times, in total
8/65
8/66

Three-Hundred (=thalaatha-meeat)
1 time, in total
18/25

One-Thousand (=alf)
8 times, in total
2/96
8/9
8/65
8/66

22/47
29/14
32/5
97/3
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Two-Thousand (=alfayn)
1 time, in total
8/66

Three-Thousand (=thalaathate-aalaf)
1 time, in total
3/124

Five-Thousand (=khamsate-aalaf)
1 time, in total
3/125

Fifty-Thousand (=khamseena-alf)
1 time, in total
70/4

Hundred-Thousand (=meeate-alf)
1 time, in total
37/147
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So now, when we add up all of these 30 Integers, that we have thus seen above, and then
also their total number of occurrences herein, after that, we can thus instantly and
amazingly get by Almighty’s great Wisdom and Grace herein these two miraculous results,
first of all, one after the other, in this simple and straightforward way, thus:

Integers:

Total Number of Occurrences:

1 Ahad

52

2 Ethnaan,

15

3 Thalaath,

17

4 Arba,

12

5 Khamsat

2

6 Sittat

7

7 Saba,

24

8 Thamaaneya,

5

9 Tisa,

4

10 Ashr,

9

11 Ahada-Ashar

1

12 Ethnaa-Ashar,

5

19 Tisata-Ashar

1

20 Ishruun

1

30 Thalaathuun,

2

40 Arbaeen

4

50 Khamseen

1
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60 Sitteen

1

70 Sabuun,

3

80 Thamaaneen

1

99 Tisun-vaTisuun

1

100 Meeat

6

200 Meeatayn

2

300 Thalaatha-Meeat

1

1000 Alf

8

2000 Alfayn

1

3000 Thalaathate-Aalaf

1

5000 Khamsate-Aalaf

1

50000 Khamseena-Alf

1

100000 Meeate-Alf
________________________________________

19x…

1
_______________________________

19x…
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So now, we shall also witness together herein how Almighty has subsequently also planned
thereafter all of these Integers in a most Wise and most Precise manner, within those
exact same heavenly principles again, that are absolutely intrinsic and fundamental
within His most unique 19 code & system, as we have already most basically and
comprehensively witnessed it in all of those --Awesome 1 and 2 & Exceptional & Special-miraculous Plannings of Almighty in our previous documents.
So let us together begin herein again with these most basic and fundamental Verses, in this
regard, thus:
====================
23- The Authority has sent-down -herein- the nicest Utterance as a written-record,
consisting of similar --Integers-- in pairs/twoers (=mutashaabehan mathaanea)!
** We shall see on the next pages in this regard these 30 Integers, as they are distinctively mentioned by
Almighty thus in a very specific manner and number of times in the whole Quran-Testament, which
eventually shall give us in the end thus --from numerical standpoint-- similar (=mutashaabehan)
15 pairs/twoers (=mathaanea) of Integers therein, thus:
1 Ahad
4 Arba,
5 Khamsat
7 Saba,
9 Tisa,
11 Ahada-Ashar
20 Ishruun
30 Thalaathuun,
50 Khamseen
70 Sabuun,
99 Tisun-vaTisuun
300 Thalaatha-Meeat
1000 Alf
3000 Thalaathate-Aalaf
50.000 Khamseena-Alf

&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&
&

2 Ethnaan,
3 Thalaath,
6 Sittat
8 Thamaaneya,
10 Ashr,
12 Ethnaa-Ashar,
19 Tisata-Ashar
40 Arbaeen
60 Sitteen
80 Thamaaneen
100 Meeat
200 Meeatayn
2000 Alfayn
5000 Khamsate-Aalaf
100.000 Meeate-Alf

The skins of those who reverence their Lord cringe therefrom, then their skins and their
hearts do soften to -this- Commemoration (=Dhekr) of The Authority!
This is also the Guidance (=Hudaa) of The Authority, He guides with it whomever He
wants; but whomever The Authority makes-stray (because of their own betrayal;
2/26-27), there can be no Guide for them -thereafter! (The Testament 39/23)
====================
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====================
26- So (now) I will get him into Uprooter!
27- And what made you know what an Uprooter!
-----------------------------------It does not let-last,

--------------------------------------and It does not let-stay,

(thereafter, it presents)
------------------------------Tables
------------------------------for the humanity.
30-

Upon it (there shall be) “19!”

** We shall see on the next pages in this regard those 2 “defective” (because one of them is not emphasized
with a feminine “t” letter, contrary to all the other Integers in feminine form on the Table; and one of them
is not specified with a definite number, contrary to all the other Integers in definite amounts on the Table)
Numbers therein, as:
-----------------------------------Ihdaa
(=either-1)

&

-------------------------------------Uluuf
(=many-1000)

which will therefore thus certainly be excluded and eliminated therein, on both sides, by this heavenly
Uprooter (=Saqara) system; but then it shall also definitely present to us those 15 pairs of intact Integers,
as we have seen previously, within a perfect Table (=Levvaahatun), as all of them most precisely coded again
with number “19” therein, on both sides, just as it has thus again Wisely been pointed out in the above
Verses, thereafter!

31- And We did not make the guardians of the Fire, except Angels; and We did not make
their number (=19), except as a test for the disbelievers; thus
= the ones who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) herein may attain
certainty, and the believers may augment belief,
= those who were given the Scripture (=Jews & Christians & Arabs) and the believers
hereby shall not doubt,
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= but the ones in whose hearts (there is) an illness, and the disbelievers herein shall say:
What is it that The Authority -really- intended by this allegory (the allegory that has
already been cited in the above 26-30. Verses)? The Authority thus makes-stray
(=yudellu) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own betrayal; 2/26), and guides
(=yahdee) with it, whomever He wants (because of their own loyalty and sincerity; 13/27).
And none can know the armies of your Lord, except He; and it (=that Uprooter cited in
the above 26-30. Verses) is not, except a Commemorative (=Dhekraa) for the humanity!
(The Testament 74/26-31)
** We must have also thus already solidly perceived the very close and deep connection between these
Verses (74/26-31) and that Verse (39/23) we have previously seen, through the very critical keywords
herein such as Commemorative (=Dhekraa), Commemoration (=Dhekr), and then guides (=yahdee),
and makes-stray (=yudellu) thus used and emphasized in both of these specific Verses, which therefore
fundamentally thus signals to us this same extra “mathematical planning” in the end, within the
Quran-Testament! (please, also certainly see again The Testament 39/23 = 74/26-31 in this regard.)

====================

So after thus we have clearly remembered again these most critical and basic Verses
in the Quran-Testament thus also in this regard now herein, we can thereafter together also
witness now this 19 coded extra Miracle, on the next page, manifestly again, thus:
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total number
of occurrences

total number
of occurrences

1 Ahad

52

15

2 Ethnaan,

4 Arba,

12

17

3 Thalaath,

5 Khamsat

2

7

6 Sittat

7 Saba,

24

5

8 Thamaaneya,

9 Tisa,

4

9

10 Ashr,

11 Ahada-Ashar

1

5

12 Ethnaa-Ashar,

20 Ishruun

1

1

19 Tisata-Ashar

30 Thalaathuun,

2

4

40 Arbaeen

50 Khamseen

1

1

60 Sitteen

70 Sabuun,

3

1

80 Thamaaneen

99 Tisun-vaTisuun

1

6

100 Meeat

300 Thalaatha-Meeat

1

2

200 Meeatayn

1000 Alf

8

1

2000 Alfayn

3000 Thalaathate-Aalaf

1

1

5000 Khamsate-Aalaf

50.000 Khamseena-Alf
___________________________

1
____________

1
____________

100.000 Meeate-Alf
___________________________

19x…

19x… 19x…

19x…

======================================================================
either-1 Ihdaa

5

1

many-1000 Uluuf
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** Firstly, we should definitely notice herein that in our above Table, we must rightfully
choose --not that (other root) word: “Wahed”-- but certainly this “Ahad” for number “1”
because number “11” is also expressed therein specifically as “Ahada-Ashar” later on
by Almighty.
So Almighty thus most Wisely and Rightfully chooses and employs “Ahad” for number “1”
--instead of that “Wahed”-- in His thus magnificent mathematical Planning above, in the
first place. (please, also certainly see now The Testament 28/68 & 95/7-8 in this regard.)
** Secondly, we should also definitely notice herein that under our Table above, that
number: “Ihdaa” (=either-1) is thus --of course, most basically based on (74/28) again-rightfully to be excluded therein, because it is the only feminine form therein, which is not
stressed with a feminine “t” letter at the end, contrary to all other feminine forms of all
those Integers (such as: arbaat, khamsat, sabat, tisat etc.) therein; so it should definitely be
a “defective” form to be “excluded” on the left side, in this respect;
and then, that number: “Uluuf” (=many-1000) is thus --of course, most basically based on
(74/28) again-- rightfully to be eliminated therein, because it is the only form therein,
which is not specified as a definite number, contrary to all other plural forms of all those
Integers (such as: one-thousand, two-thousand, three-thousand, five-thousand, etc.)
therein; so it should definitely be a “defective” form again to be “eliminated” on the right
side, in this respect. (please, also certainly see now The Testament 2/106 & 74/28-30
again, in this regard.)
** And lastly, we should definitely and ultimately notice herein that on our above Table,
when we have thus paired off all those Integers, beginning from the smallest numbers to
the biggest numbers in the end, therein, in a perfect orderly fashion, all these Integers
ultimately were also thus perfectly made up of “equal digits” on the left and the right side,
except these three, which have thus inevitably broken this general rule, therein, in favor of
the right side, thus:
9

1 digit X 2 digits

10

99

2 digits X 3 digits

100

50.000

5 digits X 6 digits

100.000
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So these three inevitable exceptions in this situation shall have also thus given us
three basic justification now for our breaking herein our general rule (=putting the bigger
Integers on the right side always rule) this time, in favor of the left side, above.
So thereby, we have thus legitimately changed then the place of our most specific Integer
“19” therein, and thus justifiably have put it on the right side, above, though it is the smaller
Integer therein, first of all; and then we have followed the same --changing the places-procedures, going 5 steps upwards, and then 5 steps downwards from this most specific
Integer “19” therein. So in the end, we have thus broken this general rule herein equally
for these “three” basic instances above, thus:
4

bigger X smaller

3

20

bigger X smaller

“19”

300

bigger X smaller

200

And when we have thus executed these --from number “19,” vertically symmetrical &
equal-- precise (changing the places) these three basic procedures, we have thus finally and
amazingly received those wonderful and magnificent results then on our Table above,
on both sides, thus from our Most-Wise and Most-Rightful Almighty.
(*And we must also pay close attention, and certainly thus also additionally notice herein
that, when we have gone 5 steps upwards, and then also 5 steps downwards, first of all,
from that most specific Integer “19” above, the certain places we have thus come this time
were also 3 steps upwards now from that
(9 1 digit X 2 digits 10) at the upper-part of the Table,
and then also equally 3 steps upwards again from that
(50.000 5 digits X 6 digits 100.000) at the lower-part of the Table;
and the place that also this most specific Integer “19” stands was thereafter again
initially and most singularly 4 steps upwards now from that
(99 2 digits X 3 digits 100) at the middle-part of the Table,
as we must have thus already clearly witnessed above.)
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And as we have already clearly witnessed again in our “Exceptional Miracle” document also
before this, Almighty who has thus most-Wisely and most-Rightfully created each of these
magnificent mathematical Miracles --even before the foundation of the world-- has
also already informed then all sincere believers in a most-Wise and most-Rightful manner
again about His --thus justifiably and knowledgeably, changing the places-- most Accurate
mathematical procedures in His miraculous Word, beforehand, thus:
====================
101- And when We changed a “Sign” (=aayatan; firstly, Integer “19” in the above case)
into place of another “Sign” (=aayaten; firstly, Integer “20” in the above case), and
The Authority knows best what He is thus sending down, they said (to His Messenger) now:
“You are only a fabricator!” No, majority of them do not know!
102- (O the Messenger of Covenant) then you shall say (to them) now:
The Holy Spirit has thus brought it down from your Lord as the truth, that He shall
strenghten the ones who have believed, and as a Guidance (=Hudan)
(please, certainly remember that this “similar --Integers-- in twoers/pairs” system is
already thus called a Guidance (=Hudaa) by Almighty, upon which there would be number
19 then! 39/23 = 74/26-31) and as a good news for the surrenderers (to Him)!
(The Quran-Testament 16/101-102)
====================
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So let Peace and eternal Serenity be again upon all those righteous believers herein, who
--after those hugely significant two fundamental miraculous “Awesome” holy Plannings,
as we have manifestly witnessed them in our first two most critical documents-shall also hearken thereafter to this sixth very critical miraculous “Extra” holy Planning
herein, in this most anticipated Final Age,
and so thereafter would wholeheartedly sit and also work on this, and thus witness and
personally verify this too, with their own ears and eyes and minds herein, for their own
eternal Salvation and benefits in the sight of Almighty, forever! (please, certainly see again
The Testament 39/23, 33-35 & 74/26-40 in this regard.)

Metin/Messenger of Covenant

